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I am Not a Lawyer | Disclaimer
• The views and opinions expressed in this presentation are mine and do
not reflect in any way those of my employer.
• I do not specifically endorse one product over another mentioned in this
presentation.
• I do not recommend installing a product or configuring a system without
proper design, consultation (with your vendors) and testing.
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State of Incident Response | Custom Malware
Increase in eCrime groups, the dark web and the rise of
ransomware as a service
• Custom malware is now being used in 50 percent of the
attacks demonstrating the scale of the dark web
• Malware and malware services can be purchased to empower
traditional criminals, spies and terrorists, many of whom do
not have the sophisticated resources to execute these attacks.
• If you have enough money, you can purchase access to an
impacted organization without needing much hacking skill
The combination of initial access brokers and ransomware as a
service has really lowered the bar of entry into this space for
cybercriminals.
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State of Incident Response | Island Hopping
Island Hopping putting small businesses at risk of
sophisticated attacks.
• Trying to compromise smaller organizations in order to
go after their larger partners in the supply chain.
• 55 percent of cyberattacks target the victim’s digital
infrastructure for the purpose of island hopping.

• Weak e-mail security, identity management (MFA),
monitoring controls and endpoint protection.
Breach of Target’s point of sale system in 2014 resulting in the theft
of payment information from 40M customers and costing 300M
dollars in damage, caused by Fazio Mechanical.
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State of Incident Response | Increasingly Permeable Perimeter
Attackers Exploiting Trust
• The pandemic has meant a rapid shift to remote
work and has expanded the corporate perimeters
into employees’ homes
• Borders that had been well defined are nw porous
• Companies have been forced to move rapidly to the
cloud to support workforce
• Shadow IT bring new cloud applications to the
enterprise unknown to the security defenders
This has created a dangerous new threat landscape
almost overnight.
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State of Incident Response | Counter IR
Incidents of counter IR techniques are at an all-time high,
occurring in 82 percent of IR engagements
• Disabling anti-malware, deleting logs, timestamp manipulation
sandbox evasion, packing, obfuscation, etc.
• The UK’s National Cyber Security Centre reported that one
organization paid $9 million for a ransomware decryption key
allowing them to recover their files.
• They did not identify the root cause of the attack - same
attacker hit them again, using the same mechanism to redeploy its ransomware.
“The victim felt they had no other option but to pay the ransom
again,” said the UK NCSC.
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State of Incident Response | Well Known Organizations Breached
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State of Incident Response | “Dwell” Time

• Time from intrusion to containment
– Dwell time is down, but still high
– 56% of breaches took months or more to
discover
– The average threat can lurk undetected for
100+ days
– Marriott suffered a 4 year dwell time

Source: 2019 Verizon DBIR
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Incident Response Lifecycle | 4 Step Process
• Incident response (IR) is an organized
process of addressing and managing
the results of an incident (for
example, a cyber attack).
• The main goals of the incident
response are:
– To minimize the damage of the attack.
– To minimize the time of recovery from
the attack.
– To create instructions and defensive
measures that would prevent such
attacks in the future.
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Incident Response | Focus on Containment
• Detection is obviously important,
but…this is where the “work” begins…
• Identify the compromised computers
and fully understand the scope of the
breach and its affected assets and stop
the bleeding.
• Also reconfigure the organization's
network to ensure that the existing
business processes would continue
running without the compromised
assets.
• This phase can kill a security team!

73
Days
The average time to
contain a breach

Source: 2020 Ponemon Cost of Data Breach Report
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Companies that contain a
breach in less than 30 days
save more than $1 million
in comparison to those who
take longer.

Source: 2020 Ponemon Cost of Data Breach Report
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Incident Response| Focus on Containment
• If one of the servers in the organization's
network is compromised by an attacker, the
security team must isolate this server from
the network.
• The security team must also adjust routing
policies to distribute this server's load to
other servers
• Tools to enable front-line analysts to react
quickly – enable your tier 1 folks!
• A lack of solid containment processes could
lead with a threat still present and spreading
in the environment (i.e. ransomware).
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Automation decreases the average response time.
Automating mundane and time-consuming security tasks
allows you to allocates your IT and security team’s time to
higher-level security duties that allow them to take a deeper
look into potential threats.
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Incident Response| Introducing SOAR

Security Orchestration
Automation
Response
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Incident Response| What is SOAR?
Security Orchestration
What does the threat intelligence data indicate?
•
•

Integrating disparate technologies and connecting
security tools (security-specific and non-security specific)
Make them capable of working together and improving
incident response

Automation
•
•

Machine-driven execution of actions on IT systems and
security tools as a part of incident response.
These tasks were previously performed by humans.

Were similar emails received by any other system?
What IP address did it come from?
Automating malware analysis
Provision or deprovision new users
Query logs for further critical data

Response
•
•

Helps analysts to manage security incidents, collaborate
and share data for incident resolution
Assist with alert triage and processing, case and threat
management.

Collect data from other security tools (i.e. SIEM)

Submit a ticket to case management system
Convert incident data into threat intelligence
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Incident Response| SOAR Architecture
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Incident Response| Typical SOAR Environment (e.g. Rapid7)
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Incident Response | Automate the Process

• Environments where enterprise tools are not
deployed (i.e. EDR)
• Legacy environments
• ICS / OT environments (i.e. SCADA/DCS)
• Large cloud environments (i.e. hundreds of hosts)
• Recently acquired network environments (M&A)
• Lack of proper centralized log collection
• Air-gapped networks
• We know, environments aren’t always what we
want them to be!
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Why Ansible? | Incident Response
• Not really a security tool / used for configuration
management
• Commonly used in DevOps environments
• Agentless
• Python-based
• SSH/Windows Remote Management
• Extensible and modular
• Push-based architecture
• Also supports management of network and
storage devices
• Easy adoption
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Ansible Architecture | Incident Response

Source: Medium.com
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Ansible Playbook | Incident Response
--Playbook Name
- name: Playbook
hosts: webservers Group of Hosts
become: yes
Executed with elevated privileged (su)
become_user: root
tasks:
- name: ensure apache is latest version
yum:
Set of tasks to
name: httpd
execute, All tasks
state: latest
would be defined
below this
- name: ensure apache is running
service:
name: httpd
state: started

• Playbook – YAML file
– Play – defines a set of activities (tasks) to
be run on hosts
– Task – an action to be performed on the
host
•
•
•
•

Execute a command
Run a script
Install a package
Shutdown/Restart host or service
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Automating Playbooks| ATT&CK Framework
• Using the ATT&CK framework to help build
your playbooks and understand where to
apply automation
• Remember the pyramid of pain – you are
looking for TTPs or ATT&CK techniques
• Translate these techniques into steps in
your playbooks
• If a technique identifies that the attacker
will schedule a task/job, maybe from a
containment perspective, you want to
identify where a task was created and
remove it.
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Automating Playbooks| ATT&CK Framework
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Ansible Use Cases | Triage + Containment Examples
Data Collection (Triage)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Running Processes
Netstat
Memory Dump
Apache Logs
System Logs
Bash History
Web Server Files (webdir)
Network device configurations

System Interaction (Containment)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reset passwords
Create / disable user accounts
Start/Stop Services
Edit host-based firewall rules (i.e.
firewalld/iptables)
Enable and disable Windows features
Manage and install Windows updates
Large scale config changes on network
devices
Shut down interfaces on network devices
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Automating Playbooks| ATT&CK Technique
Technique

New Service

Description

When operating systems boot up, they can start programs or applications called
services that perform background system functions. […] Adversaries may install a new
service which will be executed at startup by directly modifying the registry or by using
tools.

Platform

Windows

Permissions Required

Administrator, SYSTEM

Effective Permissions

SYSTEM

Detection

Monitor service creation through changes in the Registry and common utilities using
command-line invocation …

Mitigation

Limit privileges of user accounts and remediate Privilege Escalation vectors…

Data Sources

Windows registry, process monitoring, command-line parameters

Examples

Carbanak, Lazarus Group, TinyZBot, Duqu, CozyCar, CosmicDuke, hcdLoader, …

References

1. Microsoft. (n.d.). Services. Retrieved June 7, 2016.
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Scenario| Insider Threat Access

MediTech

Pharmaceuticals
Corporation

BioLife Vaccines COVID-19 Research Environment

BioLife Vaccines
PharmaceutIcals Inc.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimal knowledge as many were laid off
Quickly built during the pandemic
Flat network
No EDR
No centralized authentication / access via SSH (with keys)
100s of Linux-based operating system / Apache Webservers
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Scenario| Insider Threat Access
Stephen Smith
•
Systems Administration
•
Been with MediTech for almost 10 years
•
Disgruntled, was past up for a director
position
•
Opportunity with the BioLife acquisition
•
His plan is to create an number of
backdoor accounts on some key Linux
servers hosted in the cloud that store IP
for MediTech.
•
Then install a vulnerability creating a
backdoor in the webserver to access the
data from outside the network.

MediTech Pharmaceuticals
Stephen Smith
Systems Administrator II
6052522

Stephen Smith

22/02/2010
22/02/2023
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Typical Playbook | Insider Threat Access
New
Account
Created?

Wait for next
check

NO

NO

SU to
Root?

YES

YES

Reset Root
Passwords on
Affected Systems

Check for account
on other systems

Detection

Analysis
Created
in Last
10 Mins?

NO

Disable Account

YES

Open incident
ticket

Build your IR playbooks to list
out all scenarios detailing
where Ansible scripts are used

Info Gathering
Assign to Tier 2 /
IR Team

Containment

Eradication and Recovery

YES

Authorized?

NO

Gather Telemetry
(processes, logs)

Post-incident
review
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Ansible Use Cases | Does Account Exist?
•
•

We have identified a backdoor account our insider has been using
Let’s check to see if he has created it on any of our servers

--- name: Check for User Account
hosts: all
tasks:
- name: Check for User Account
become: yes
become_user: root
register: presence
shell: "grep -i 'jsmith' /etc/passwd"

- name: "Does User Account Exist"
debug: msg="User account exists"
when: presence is changed
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Ansible Use Cases | Disable Account
•
•

•
•

Now that we have identified the account, we want to disable it
We don’t want to remove it, as there may be forensics
information available
Usermod command will lock and disable user account
We can then ingest the secure log to see whenever our insider
attempts to login with the backdoor account
--- name: Disable User Account
hosts: all
tasks:
- name: Disable User Account
become: yes
become_user: root
shell: "usermod -L -e 1 jsmith"
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Ansible Use Cases | Mass Password Change
• If we think the root password has been compromised
• We want to do a mass password change
• We can set the password at the command line
without having to embed it in a playbook

--- hosts: all
become: yes
become_user: root
tasks:
- name: Change user password
user:
name: root
update_password: always
password: "{{ newpassword|password_hash('sha512') }}"
ansible-playbook change-password.yml --extra-vars newpassword=NEWPASSWORD
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Ansible Automation| Other Helpful Use Cases
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Ansible Use Cases | Pulling Logs/Data from Remote Hosts
Create a local evidence directory on my Ansible Control Server

--- name: Create Triage Directory Locally
hosts: all
connection: local
tasks:
- name: Make evidence collection directory ($pwd/artifacts)
file:
path: artifacts/{{ inventory_hostname }}
state: directory
recurse: yes

• We want to run this
action prior to any
further playbook to
ensure the destination
directory exists –
based on the updated
inventory
• You can even run this
in a cron job.
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Ansible Use Cases | Process Listing
- name: Get a list of all running processes from remote hosts
shell: ps -ef
register: ps_result
- name: Write remote process collection results to local artifacts
local_action:
module: copy
content: "{{ ps_result.stdout_lines }}"
dest: artifacts/{{ inventory_hostname }}/processlist{{ansible_date_time.iso8601}}.txt
- name: Make the process output human readible
local_action:
module: replace
path: artifacts/{{ inventory_hostname }}/processlist{{ansible_date_time.iso8601}}.txt
before: ','
regexp: ','
replace: '\n'
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Ansible Use Cases | Pull Apache Logs
- name: List apache log files in /var/log/apache2
shell: (cd /var/log/httpd; find . -maxdepth 1 -type f) | cut -d'/' -f2
register: wwwlogs_to_copy
- name: Download apache log files to artifacts on localhost
fetch:
src: /var/log/httpd/{{ item }}
dest: artifacts/
with_items:
- "{{ wwwlogs_to_copy.stdout_lines }}"
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Ansible Use Cases | Service Stop
[SCADAServers]
SCADA[99:101]-node.example.com

[dbServers]
db01.intranet.mydomain.net
db02.intranet.mydomain.net
db03.intranet.mydomain.net
[webservers]
192.168.2.141

ansible webservers -m service -a "name=httpd state=stopped"
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Ansible Use Cases | Firewall Rules
• In the event that you need to block known “bad” IP
addresses
• Allows you to push out firewalld rules to a large
number of hosts
--- name: firewalld Rule Update
hosts: all
become: yes
tasks:
- name: Block a Bad Block of IP Addresses
firewalld:
zone: public
rich_rule: rule family=ipv4 source address=198.20.2.0/24 reject
permanent: yes
state: enabled
- name: reload firewalld service
service:
name: firewalld
state: restarted
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In Closing…
Don’t forget how critical the triage and containment phases of the incident
response process are – they are incredibly critical in reducing the dwell time.
Remember the important role that automation can plan in your IR plan – it adds
speed to your containment when you are dealing with a large number of hosts.
I have only shown you what Ansible can do with Linux. As you may recall it can
support a number of other platforms including firewalls and network devices.
Mapping your triage and containment playbooks to the MITRE ATT&CK framework
will help you ensure that your processes reflect actual adversary TTPs.
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